
 A toy car

5–10 minutes

DRIVE A CAR

Introduction: If you own a car, take your child to it and examine it together. Use your toy car if not. Talk about the car, identifying some of the different 
parts of its structure and what their purpose is: the wheels, the doors, the boot, the windows, the steering wheel, the brake pedal, the handbrake and 
so on. Ask your child to point at parts of the car that you have identified and discussed, for example: Where are the wheels? Where is the steering 
wheel? You might also like to sing an appropriate action song about a car if you know one.

Play the game ‘Let’s Stamp on the Brakes’: Tell your child that they are going to pretend to drive a car, but first they have to learn to make the car 
stop. Encourage your child to copy your actions. Say: First we have to switch on the engine. Imitate and do sound effects for turning on the ignition, 
and then make an engine noise. Then say: And we’re off! Continue making the engine noises and pretending to steer, varying the volume and intensity 
to maintain interest.

Then explain: Sometimes when we are out driving we have to stop our cars very quickly – maybe we see a rabbit in the road and if we don’t stop we’ll 
hit it! We have to stamp on the brakes with our foot very quickly, like this. Show your child how to ‘stamp on the brakes’ i.e. stamp your right foot hard. 
Say: Let’s see if we can stop our cars very quickly. When I say ‘Stop!’ stamp on your brakes… Stop!  Stamp on your brake as you say it and praise your 
child for copying you. If they don’t copy you, say something like: Well I stamped on my brake! Let’s try again! Repeat a few more times, saying: Let’s go! 
and Stop! alternately, encouraging them to copy your engine noises, steering and braking. 

Play the game ‘Let’s Drive a Car’: Tell your child that you are going to chant a rhyme and they can join in by copying your actions. Make sure that 
everyone goes in their own space and ‘avoids’ the other ‘drivers’.

First get into the car. Bend the knees slightly, but maintain an upright posture.
Then hold the steering wheel. Make fists and place hands as though holding a steering wheel.
Next check if the steering wheel works. ‘Spin’ the steering wheel
Now check if the brakes work. Stamp each foot twice
And we’re off! ‘Steer’ the steering wheel, as you move slowly round the room, stamping your feet slowly and  

deliberately and making engine noises.

Say: Remember, a good driver drives carefully and never crashes into anyone. Good drivers avoid other cars on the road!  ‘Drive’ in front of your child a 
few times, saying Stop! and stamping your foot to brake, encouraging your child to do the same. Then say Let’s go! and continue driving again.

Your child can pretend to drive a car.
Your child can stop when you say ‘Stop!’ 
Your child can start when you say ‘Let’s go!’

To enter into the emotional and imaginative world of a story through movement 
To develop a rich repertoire of expressive actions
To start performing an action in response to a verbal or non-verbal request 
To stop performing an action in response to a verbal or non-verbal request
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